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**Abstract**

Globalization of industry and the recent advances in technology in all sectors of industry, indicate that higher academic institutions and the commercial engineering sector of industry should have strong collaboration if the US is to remain competitive and be able to innovate efficiently in the global marketplace. This paper will examine whether fresh university graduates are learning the right skills at university in preparation for their future commercial careers, something which many industry executives felt was not the case. Industry executives suggest a greater collaboration is needed between academia and industries such as aerospace, automotive manufacturing, medicine and IT is needed to prepare students for the real world challenges of a commercial career. This paper examines the challenges that face both industry and academia and how to Lawrence Technological University (LTU) have succeeded in implementing a curriculum that addresses the continually changing and growing specific needs of industry where LTU graduates are highly perceived in industry today as “Agile and Readily Employable graduates”.

**Introduction**

Many educators and industry executives believe that stronger collaboration is needed between higher academic institutions and the commercial engineering sector if the US is to remain competitive and able to innovate efficiently and succeed in the global marketplace. Industry executives feel that fresh university graduates need to learn the right skill sets at the university in preparation for their professional careers. Collaboration between higher academic institutions and industries such as aerospace and automotive and manufacturing is needed to prepare students for the real world challenges of a commercial career. How universities can accommodate industry-standard skills such as model-based robust design, advanced leadership and management skills, lean manufacturing and waste reduction and other skills into the current academic curriculum, depends entirely on the effective collaboration between academic institutions and industry. Hiring the candidate with skills for the right job is very difficult for many organizations. It is estimated that about 40-55 per cent of fresh university graduates intake requires training of some sort.

While higher academic institutions need to effectively interact with industry to prepare students for the challenging and continuously evolving commercial realities of a job outside academia, industry must partner with universities and commit relevant resources to universities, making new product releases and code available for academic instructional purposes and applied research, and that is the cost-effective approach for industry. Figure 1, shows how academia, industry and government agencies could partner together sharing program development, human resources needs and research facilities in efforts to effectively prepare the readily employable university graduates.

**Fig. 1. Requirements for effective partnership of Academia, Industry and Government (12)**

University researchers prioritize education and basic research and corporate scientists pursue products and profits. Success depends on finding common goals and negotiating plans that pay off financially and intellectually for all parties.

In addition to their primary role as centers of generating knowledge, universities are increasingly viewed as economic
engines, contributing to local prosperity and regional growth. Partnerships between universities and industry can provide further opportunities for regional economic development, with each partner contributing its individual strengths to achieve a collective outcome. Forging such alliances can be a challenge, however, and organizations across the country are working to develop programs that can make these relationships more effective. New York Academy of Sciences (NYAS) has developed a successful collaboration program between the many diverse stakeholders involved in the science innovation ecosystem. NYAS seeks to fulfill its mission of advancing scientific knowledge through convening, disseminating, mentoring, and partnering activities. One particularly broad effort is the Science Meets Business initiative Figure 1. One current initiative is exploring the interactions between universities and emerging life sciences companies, and the venture capital community.
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Collaboration in Continuing Education
One of the core competencies of academic institutions is teaching. And many academic institutions have the courseware and ability to provide training for high-end manpower development. Many of these topics are of interest to industry. Therefore, a natural collaboration possibility is for the academic faculty and institutes to conduct training in topics of interest for industry. This model has existed for long time and is reasonably well understood. This form of relationship is also beneficial to both. Typically, in this form of collaboration, continuing education programs are offered which are designed for industry participants. Short intensive courses may be offered by faculty at some companies. The need for short term training program from academic institutions seems to be reducing, as the level of technology and competence in industry increases, but the need for programs for working professionals seems to be increasing. Programs for working professionals in management are now picking up in India. However, such programs for technology areas have not developed in any serious manner. This is one area that can be potentially developed, and it is best done if both sides collaborate.

Georgia Tech. Packaging Research Center (PRC) has developed a unique collaboration model Figure (5) with industry. It involves creating a new culture in the university environment for innovation and effective technology transfer. Such a blended culture model involves not only academic faculty and graduate students as is typically practiced in most US universities, but also research faculty who are recognized technical experts working interactively with industry mentors who help define and steer programs and projects. These cross-discipline teams take a system view of the technologies to be developed, develops roadmaps, and completes the technology development at industry pace, starting with exploration and working through proof of concept to prototypes stages, all in constant communication with industry partners.
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Seven Best Practices for Industry-Academia Collaboration
On the basis of these observations, a set of seven guidelines that companies should follow to get the most value out of their research collaborations with industry. While adhering to this set of best practices will not guarantee success, it will help managers to steer around the pitfalls that overcome many of these partnerships and to realize more of their business potential. Taken together, these practices can measurably enhance the capability of industry-university collaboration to have positive impact on company products and processes.
The Seven Keys to Collaboration Success

1. Define the project’s strategic context as part of the selection process.
   - Use your company research portfolio to determine collaboration opportunities.
   - Define specific collaboration outputs that can provide value to the company.
   - Identify internal users of this output at the working level; executive champions are not a substitute for this requirement.

2. Select boundary-spanning project managers with three key attributes:
   - In-depth knowledge of the technology needs in the field
   - The inclination to network across functional and organizational boundaries
   - The ability to make connections between research and opportunities for product applications

3. Share with the university team the vision of how the collaboration can help the company.
   - Select researchers who will understand company practices and technology goals.
   - Ensure that the university team appreciates the project’s strategic context.

4. Invest in long-term relationships.
   - Plan multiyear collaboration time frames.
   - Cultivate relationships with target university researchers, even if research is not directly supported.

5. Establish strong communication linkage with the university team.
   - Conduct face-to-face meetings on a regular basis.
   - Develop an overall communication routine to supplement the meetings.
   - Encourage extended personnel exchange, both company to university and university to company.

6. Build broad awareness of the project within the company.
   - Promote university team interactions with different functional areas within the company.
   - Promote feedback to the university team on project alignment with company needs.

7. Support the work internally both during the contract and after, until the research can be exploited.
   - Provide appropriate internal support for technical and management oversight.
   - Include accountability for company uptake of research results as part of the project manager

Companies Expectations

Companies can expect to the following benefits in their collaboration with academia:

- Access to universities and a long-term relationship with students, right from the beginning of their studies or at least at a very early stage
- Securing permanent high recruitment potential
- Securing a strong presence at universities, this fosters their employer branding
- Close relationship with students at a very early stage and hire the best students

Benefits for students:

- Students gain a deep insight into companies from the beginning of their studies and a good understanding of the current challenges and management topics
- Exposure to the specific technology, products and processes of the company and understanding the various design, manufacturing, and marketing issues. They can align their studies to the real needs of the cooperating company and therefore get a good start in high-expertise jobs
- “Training on the job” begins at a very early stage

The collaboration between academia and industry is getting increasingly more important. The ability to hire highly qualified graduates with the latest knowledge and core competencies and management skills, plus the trade-off between real business challenges and academic research or new methodologies is accelerating this topic at an even faster pace. Companies must understand that their investment in collaborating with academia will yield the highest rate on investment.

Collaboration between Lawrence Technological University (LTU) and Chrysler Corporation

Lawrence Tech. has established a very strong collaboration program with Chrysler. The Chrysler-Faculty-Summer Internship Program, was initiated by Executive Vice President of Advance Manufacturing Engineering (AME) at Chrysler in 1995. Faculty with tremendous expertise in Manufacturing Engineering were invited to this program. It involved faculty in Manufacturing, Mechanical, IT and Computer and Electrical Engineering. Faculty with expertise in Lean Manufacturing, Production Planning, Quality, Tooling and Design joined various cross-functional AME teams to define and study chronic issues in vehicle design, manufacturing and assembly. The program started in 1995 and ended in 2008.

Professors were able provide optimal solutions to difficult manufacturing problems at various assembly plants of Chrysler such as JNAP, WTAP, CTC, TNAP and others.
They shared the solutions with their students at the class rooms at LTU. Through the entire internship program, they saved Chrysler over $200,000,000. They launched successful graduate programs on site, arranged for doctoral student funds, internships and coop programs for LTU undergraduate students, also arranged for full time job opportunities for graduating students. The program was a real success.

Conclusions
Universities offer many valuable resources: highly educated people who generate new ideas, scientists who can serve as consultants to industry, numerous collaborative research opportunities, and a natural flow of new talent from universities to companies. Forging such alliances, however, can be a challenge. Universities have vested interests that tie them to their communities, making them a valuable local asset that can help facilitate regional development. Companies, however, are focused on their bottom line, and are more likely to relocate operations to places that offer more attractive economic conditions. Demonstrating the value proposition of a university for a company can help foster a partnership that ultimately benefits the local economy. The long term collaboration between Lawrence Technological University (LTU) and Chrysler had led to a successful win-win collaboration agreement for 14 years. In the Chrysler-Faculty-Summer internship program that Chrysler has enabled LTU faculty to bring to LTU class rooms rich knowledge of real world experience. LTU students were able to combine theory and practice when exposed to the latest manufacturing issues that faculty has provided Chrysler with practical solutions to be shared with LTU students to prepare them for a professional career. Chrysler has also benefited from LTU faculty applied research that saved Chrysler over $200,000,000 during the 14 years summer internship program. Collaboration between LTU and Chrysler has led to doctoral student’s funded research at Chrysler and student’s summer internship and coop opportunities.
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